Bauder Elementary is an open-spaced learning community of over 600 prekindergarten through 5th-grade students. There are 50 full-time professional staff, two itinerate professional staff, and 27 support staff.

**POINTS OF PRIDE**

- Bauder continues to be an "A" rated Community School
- Nineteen Bauder teachers have advanced degrees
- Bauder hosts an annual Science Expo that features a science project from every student or class. More than 1,000 visitors attended
- Bauder hosts a Math night and Literacy night in partnership with our Boosters to engage our families in supporting their children with Math and Reading activities
- A program that serves more than 100 students
- Coding and STEM before/after school opportunities for students in K-5
- Believes in the strengths and gifts of each child and provides an enrichment program that allows all students to work in their area of passion and/or strength
- Provides extended learning time in literacy in the Before School Literacy Program
- Book Club for students to join and collaborate while reading the Sunshine State Readers and books of interest
- The only Elementary school with a Parent Boosters program that funds grants for teachers, activities to support the school and funds evening events like Movie night, Curriculum nights and Spirit nights

**SPECIAL SERVICES & PROGRAMS**

- Two full-time Gifted teachers who also provide Talented and Gifted Development programs
- Student Council
- Boys Read and Battle of the Books
- PreK 3s and VPK program that embeds critical thinking to prepare students for Kindergarten success